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Frame of Action Plan (Within 1 year) Maximum 4 pages (A4)
【Outline and Background of Action Plan(AP)】
1. Write a title of your project?
(Maximum 20 words)
Pop it up!
2. What did you learn from GP?
(Maximum 50 words)
There is no universal solution to solve the same problem in the different area. So, I
have to learn and try to understand the unique or characteristic of local people and
culture in each specific area before think about the action plan.
2-1 Did you change your AP in the Global Program (GP)?
Yes.

No

【How to think and solve environmental issues in the communities】
3. What is the issue you are facing in your community?
(Maximum 50 words)
Every semester university student prints a lot of paper as their education material
and a ton of paper were thrown away after final exam finish. Sadly, almost of paper
in trash was used only one side. It seems so hard for them to used reused paper
instead of new paper.

4. What activities you want to implement in order to solve above issue?
(Maximum 30 words)
I will run pop it up! workshop to teach university students to handmade
environmental storybook from their reused paper. The storybooks will be sent to
teach hill tribal children who live in the northern wood of Thailand.
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5. Who are the people facing the issues in your community?
Please write the specific number of people, too.
(One sentence)
-30 university students
-80 tribal children
6. What will be the benefit to above people?
(Maximum 50 words)
University student ( Chulalongkorn University):
They will learn to make scrapbook for free. During workshop, I will share
a conflict between hill tribes and foresters. They can help to reduce the conflict by
used their reused paper to send some important massage tribal children in the form
of environmental textbook.
Hill tribes :
They will get environmental storybooks that are written in their langue. In
addition, hill tribes children can learn the importance for conserving natural
environment through the environmental storybooks.

7. Who will support your project?
(Maximum 20 words)
- State Alumni Thailand (USA. Embassy)
- Hill tribe club in Chulalongkorn University
8. What will be the benefits to each supporter?
(Maximum 50 words)
It will be good advertising tool for the organization to the university students. The
hill tribe club long for the new and cheapest education materials that can be fulfill
by my workshop.
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【Activities of AP】
9. What will be the steps of each activity within one year?
Schedule (Year & Month)
Item of activity

2012
11 12

2013
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Contact with USA embassy and CU hill
tribe club
Prepare content and recycle materials to
make handmade text book
Announce Pop it up! project in my church
and in Chulalongkorn university by
Facebook and Youtube
Run pop it up! workshop with small group,
no more than 5 persons for once a week.
Sent the books with Chula hill tribe club
during their summer holiday.
Join the bible study group twice in a year.
Make conclusion video clip to inspire
people by you-tube and university TV.

10. Who is going to follow your project after one year?
(One sentence)
Every participant who join Pop it up! workshop.
11. Who is going to follow your project in 5 years?
(One sentence)
Chula hill tribe club can continue and further improve on this project from time to
times as they have to provide the outreach camp for every vacation.
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【Cost of AP】
12. How much do you need to implement your project (one year)?
(Unit: Baht
Project Cost
Items

Stationary (cutter, glue, ruler,

sets

Unit price

Cost

6

400

2400

600

600

20

2000

Remarks

pencil, color pencil, needle ect.)
Transportation
Printing

100

Total

5000

13. Do you have the budget for it?
Yes

No

14. If yes, how you will get budget from who?
(One sentence)
State Alumni Thailand
【Challenges for implementing AP】
15. What are the constraints you are facing to implement your project?
(Maximum 50 words)
- No experience in video clip making.

16. What you want to know from us (DENSO, JEEF, your friends) to solve
above constraints?
(Maximum 50 words)
How to communicate with people to sent the message in their heart not their ears ?
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17. What support do you want to receive from DYEA?
(Maximum 50 words)
I long for printing sponsor. It helps me a lot be if I can use color laser printer to print
the storybooks. The storybooks contain 28 pages.
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